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K-12 students report overwhelmingly positive 
results of their experiences using the Sofia™ 
online math assessment platform. 
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About Link-Systems International, Inc. (LSI) 
 

Link-Systems International (LSI) is a leading provider of technology and technology-enhanced services to 
educators in order to improve the quality of education and training, ensure student success and 
retention, and provide affordable education to students, workers, and their families. We help academic 
institutions create and implement sustainable, affordable, and accessible solutions that positively 
impact student success—with measurable gains in persistence, retention, and completion rates. LSI was 
founded in 1995 in Tampa, Florida, and we partner with more than 500 academic institutions and 
learning companies around the world. 
 
Our solutions include: 

 NetTutor® – our online tutoring service; our most well-known service and brand 

 Pisces® – our proprietary, customizable online meeting space for all forms of academic support 
and student services (and the NetTutor platform) 

 Sofia – our adaptive placement, assessment, and homework system which can also offer native-
like assignment experience in Canvas and Brightspace 
 

Our mission is to help students learn. 
 

 

 

REPORT: Richard Meade, VP Product Development, LSI | Todd Hopkins, Director 

 

 

 
4515 George Road, Suite 340 
Tampa, Florida  33634 
 
www.link-systems.com  |  www.sofiasuccess.com   |  info@link-systems.com 
 
© 2020 by Link-Systems International, Inc.  

http://www.link-systems.com/
http://www.sofiasuccess.com/
mailto:info@link-systems.com
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ABOUT THIS REPORT 
 

This report was generated as a result of a survey that teachers distributed to students. The 
survey was distributed to 39 teachers at 13 schools and 843 students using Sofia in their math 
classes. 
 
The survey was available for a 3-week period from May 15th, 2020 through June 5th, 2020. 
 
A total of 677 students completed the survey during that 3-weeek time period. 
 
 

 
 
 

KEY RESULTS 
 

The time of day students worked on Sofia assignments:  The majority of students (almost half) 
used the afternoon hours to work on their assignments. Early morning hours and evening hours 
were also popular times of the day at ~20% each. The results also showed that 20% of students 
working on assignments in Sofia did so in the early morning, and 28% of student responses 
worked in Sofia in the evening and late at night. 
 
What type of assistance students looked for when they “got stuck?”  In total, 37% of students 
used one or more of the embedded support tools. The second highest response, 22% of student 
responses, asked a family member or a friend. Almost a quarter of students asked a family 
member or friend for help. It was also interesting to see that 12% of students went back to 
their notes from class to learn. 
 
Did Sofia help students learn math?  In total, 89% of students responded that Sofia did indeed 
give them more confidence and improved learning in math.  
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TIME FOR HOMEWORK 
 

Identifying when students are spending time on 
homework 
 

The majority of the students surveyed (47%) spent 
time in the afternoon working in Sofia.  
 
As expected, 20% of students made time during the 
evening hours to work in Sofia and almost as much, 
19% of students surveyed, spent time working in 
Sofia during the early morning hours. 
 
Only 6% of students surveyed found time to work 
in Sofia during class or were allowed by their 
teacher to work in Sofia during class. 
 
Not surprisingly, 8% of students surveyed were 
“night owls” spending time to do math homework 
in Sofia late at night. 
 
With 28% of students working in Sofia in the 
evening and late at night, including the NetTutor 
link so students have a live tutor to work with 
makes a lot of sense to explore.  

What time of day were you usually 
working in Sofia? 
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USE OF EMBEDDED SUPPORT 
 

When students needed help, what did they do? 
 

Sofia includes several just-in-time support options 
for students. A quarter of the students surveyed 
(25%) used the “Show Me” feature when they 
needed help with a problem.  
 
Additional use of embedded support: 
 

 6% used the Sofia "Hint" option 

 3% used the "Live Help (NetTutor)" feature 

 2% used the "Check Answer” feature 

 2% tried to solve the problem again (“Try 
Another”)  

 1% used the "Your Turn" feature 
 

When you got stuck on your 
homework, what did you do? 
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OTHER FORMS OF SUPPORT 
 

Students also looked outside of the assignment 
 

Survey results showed that 22% of students asked 
a friend or family member for help.  
 
The results also showed that 12% of students that 
responded to the survey searched the Internet for 
sample problems and videos that showed them 
how to solve the problem they were working on. 
And equally as many students (also 12%), 
responded that they went back into their notes for 
help. 
 
Here are the results from the remaining responses 
we received from students: 
 

 7% of students surveyed asked their teacher or 
looked at the resources for their class (videos) 

 5% took a break and came back to the question 
later 

 4% of students did not need any help 

When you got stuck on your 
homework, what did you do? 
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CONFIDENCE AND UNDERSTANDING 
 

Students self-report increased confidence and 
understanding of the material 
 

In total, 89% of students surveyed agreed that 
Sofia helped improve their confidence and 
understanding of math. Of those students, 17% 
indicated that they strongly agreed that Sofia 
helped them learn math. 
 
 

Please select the extent to which you 
agree or disagree with this 
statement: Sofia helped to improve 
my confidence and understanding of 
math. 
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OVERALL EXPERIENCE 
 

Students reflect on the use of Sofia 
 
In total, 93% of students surveyed had an overall 
positive experience working on assignments in 
Sofia. Of those students, over one-third (35%) of 
students responded that they strongly agreed they 
had a positive Sofia experience. 
 
 
 

Please select the extent to which you 
agree or disagree with this 
statement: Overall, I had a positive 
Sofia experience 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The survey results showed students had an overwhelmingly positive experience with Sofia. 
Nearly all respondents (89%) reported that Sofia helped improve their learning and confidence 
in math and over 93% had an overall positive experience. Given these positive results, the 
breadth and quality of content looks like it is overall sufficient, and it may be concluded that 
Sofia helps increase gains in student learning and helps reduce math anxiety. 
 
The results also showed that 37% of students were receiving just-in-time support with the 
variety of helpful aids in Sofia. The “Live Help” aid provides students personalized just-in-time 
support from a subject-matter expert ready to meet the student where they are, perhaps 
disrupting the currently-accepted definition of “Just-in-Time.”  While only 3% of students 
surveyed used the “Live Help” online tutoring feature (connecting with a live NetTutor tutor), it 
is worth noting that not all of the schools surveyed had access to or were offering the NetTutor 
online tutoring service for students. It is also possible that some students did not know what 
the “Live Help” feature was or how it worked. 
 
In Question #2 of the survey, 4% of students responded that they did not need to seek out any 
help. Many of those students replied that they already understood how to do the problem and 
did not need any help. 
 
ABOUT SOFIA 
 
Powerful and innovative math assignments.  Sofia is powered by the most robust algorithmic engine in the 
EdTech industry. Questions include hints and interactive solutions; open response answer types include expression 
evaluation and graphing. Randomized values offer variety and reduce ability to cheat, while all iterations measure 
the same difficulty level for that learning objective. 
 
Faculty and instructional designers can build real math assignments.  Sofia includes over 10,500 algorithmic 
assessment items spanning arithmetic through calculus I, as well as statistics I. This enables institutions to support 
math across their curriculum—including traditional and online courses, Summer Bridge, accelerated and 
corequisite courses, CBE, and math refreshers for other disciplines/pathways. 
 
Textbook independent.  Sofia extends math/quantitative literacy beyond LMS functionality without dependence 
on expensive text-specific tools. Using Sofia for math assignments gives faculty and instructional designers 
freedom of curricular choice (including the opportunity to embrace OER, especially open textbooks) without 
having to rebuild all of the assignments.  
 
Direct integration with Canvas and Brightspace.  To students, a Sofia assignment looks like every other 
assignment—they see it in their calendar, assignments, and gradebook. Sofia’s unmatched depth of integration 
within Canvas and Brightspace means students and faculty work entirely within the LMS—which meets FERPA 
compliance like no other external tool experience. Sofia’s LTI integration is simple for administrators to install and 
maintain. 
 
Supports institutions’ equity goals with day-one access.  An institutional license of Sofia removes the cost burden 
from students and gives them access to their coursework on the first day of classes. 
 
www.sofiasuccess.com  

http://www.sofiasuccess.com/

